
FLAG FOOTBALL RULES + SCORING 
Format: 

● 6 vs 6 
● 3 players MUST be on line of scrimmage - C, WR, WR 
● Rushing and passing plays 
● Lateral and backwards motion for off the ball receivers/running back (6v6 = 2) 

Downs/Starting Position: 
● 3 downs per half the field => cross center = 1st down 

○ BONUS DOWN - inside the opposing 5yd line  
○ *7 downs total if all are used*  

● After score/Start of half/Turnover on downs in opposing half = start from own 5 yd line  
○ T.O.D. without crossing half = start drive at midfield 

● Interception = start where return ends at 
QB Rusher: 

● 1 QB Rusher from 10yds away - must be within 3 yds of rusher mark (beanbag) 
○ No steamboats 
○ *Once ball is handed off or thrown = QB rusher restrictions no longer apply* 

● No QB Rusher = 7 sec throw/handoff “clock” 
Timing: 

● 35 sec play clock - after the ball is spotted 
● 16 min half running time - end time = 3 plays 
● 1 time-out per half 

Scoring: 
● TD = 6 points 
● 1pt convert 5 yd line (closed down*) 
● 2pt convert 10 yd line 
● Interceptions 

○ Returned for a TD on regular down = 6 pts 
○ Returned during a convert (1pt or 2pt attempt) = 2 pts 

● Safety: if ball is downed in the offence’s end zone via fumble or flag pull = 2 pts and 
possession from own 5 yard line for the defense 

Tie Breakers: 
● If a round robin game ends in a tie it will stand as a tie 
● If an elimination game ends in a tie: 

○ Conversion shootout overtime: choice of 1pt or 2pt attempt 
○ Each team will get an attempt - unless defending team returns interception for 

points on first possession 
○ Team with more points after each team has had a possession will be the winner 
○ If still tied = repeated until there is a winner 

● Pool standings tie breakers (In this order): 
○ Head to head record 
○ Point differential 
○ Points for 



○ Points against 
○ If still tied = will play overtime rules to determine seeding 

Rules: 
● NO blocking or tackling 
● NO kicking or punting 
● NO flag guarding 
● NO Diving  
● QB CANNOT run the ball past the line of scrimmage - unless they receive a pass 

○ QB is considered the player that receives the snap from the center  
● NO rushing plays inside opposing 5 yd line 

○ *Closed down = ball must be passed forwards to advance ball (no rushing plays) 
● All fumbles are dead balls 

○ NO intentional stripping of the ball  
■ Will be penalized  

Penalties: 
● Flag Guarding: 

○ Ball carrier is not permitted to use any part of their arm, hand etc. to block the 
defender from obtaining their flag  

○ Play will be blown dead at the point of the infraction and a 5 yard penalty 
assessed with no repeat of down 

● Time Count Violation: 
○ Failure of the offensive team to snap the ball in allotted time (35 sec) results in a 

five-yard penalty 
○ applied from the line of scrimmage with no loss of down.  

● Flagging Foul: 
○ Defender cannot hold on to a ball carrier or his/her uniform while flagging the ball 

carrier.  
○ Neither can a defender intentionally strip the ball out of a ball carrier’s hand once 

possession has been clearly established 
○ Both will result in a 5 yard penalty from the spot of the infraction and a repeat of 

the down  
○ *If the play has resulted in a first down prior to the penalty, the yardage will be 

assessed at the end of the play and it will be first down 
● Blocking: 

○ Intentional blocking of a defensive player with or without use of hands = 10 yard 
penalty from the spot of the foul once the play has ended IF accepted by the 
defense  

○ Accidental obstruction of a defensive player directly impacting their ability to 
pursue/de-flag the ball carrier = 5 yard penalty from the spot of the foul once the 
play has ended IF accepted by the defense 

○ In both cases: 
■ Contact does NOT have to be made with the defender  
■ The play is not whistled dead until the ball carrier has been flagged 



● Pass Interference: 
○ Defensive: 

■ Under 10 yards: Spot foul with a repetition of down 
■ Over 10 yards: 10 yard penalty with repetition of the down 

● Inside 20 yards = half the distance to the goal line 
○ Offensive: 

■ 10 yard penalty with a repetition of down 
○ In both cases: penalty must be accepted by non-offending team, AFTER the play 

has been blown dead, for the penalty to be enforced 
● Offsides/false starts: 

○ All offsides/false starts carry a 5 yard penalty and a repetition of the down 
■ Defensive offsides will be blown dead at referee’s discretion 

● Only enforced if accepted by the offence 
● Personal fouls: 

○ These are acts of roughness or unfair play 
○ Players must control their momentum and try to avoid collisions with opponents 
○ A shove, roughing, or tackling when flagging the ball carrier  
○ Charging, lowering the shoulders, crashing through, elbowing or throwing the 

body into a group of defenders by the ball carrier 
○ Personal fouls are 15-yard dead ball penalties  

● Objectionable Conduct: 
○ 10 yard dead ball penalty 
○ the use of profane language, taunting opposing players, throwing the opponent's 

flag, demeaning remarks made to opposing players, persistent arguments to 
officials, deliberately delaying the game, 

**ANY PLAYER THAT RECEIVES 2 OBJECTIONABLE CONDUCT OR PERSONAL FOUL 
PENALTIES WILL BE EJECTED FROM THE GAME** 


